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Indus script was written from right to left, says computation

The right way:In any language, some words are used more often than others.  

Two scientists working at The Institute of Mathematical Sciences, Chennai, (IMSc) have figured
out a way to computationally estimate whether a language is written from left to right or otherwise.
Most interestingly, they have studied the Indus script and calculated that it must flow from right to
left.

“Professor Iravatham Mahadevan [the well-known Indus scholar] was one of the experts who had
figured out that the Indus script ran from right to left by observing how the writing got a little
cramped as it ran towards the left — suggesting that the writer started writing at the right end and
ended up running out of space as he or she reached the left end,” says Sitabhra Sinha of IMSc,
one of the two scientists who carried out the study. “In a workshop at Roja Muthiah Research
library, he asked the audience whether it was possible to come up with a mathematically rigorous
technique to infer the ‘handedness’ of a script — that is, to deduce whether the script was written
from left to right or right to left,” adds Mr. Sinha. This question set Mohammed Ashraf, a research
scholar with B.S. Abdur Rahman University, Chennai, thinking and led him to this collaboration
and discovery.

We know intuitively that in a language, some words are used more often than others. Similarly,
some letters of the alphabet occur more at the start of words and others are more common at the
end of words.

The variation faced by different letters may be measured using two independent statistical indices
— the Gini index and Shannon’s entropy. Mr. Sinha and Mr. Ashraf have established that there is
a difference between these measures when calculated for the first letter and the last letter. This
difference between start and end of a word makes it possible for them to identify whether the word
is written from left to right or the other way around.

In most of the 24 languages studied, including Arabic, Chinese, Korean, and Sumerian, the two
were able to predict using their computation alone whether the words in that language were written
left to right or otherwise. In the hitherto undeciphered Indus script also, they predict that the words
are written from right to left.
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The danger of counterfactuals

In democracies, citizens have a right to know why, where and how the government spends public
money. Each year we, therefore, await the Prime Minister’s response to the President’s address in
the Budget session of Parliament. This year, Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s speech was less
about the financial implications of the intended policies of his government, and more about
blaming the Congress for the disasters that track Indians since 1947. In the process, he neatly
sidestepped the basic obligation he owes us: accountability.

Equally troubling is his rather rash allegation that the Congress was responsible for the partition of
the country, and for the division of Jammu and Kashmir. We know that representations of history
tend to wander far away from actual events, and even construct them. But Mr. Modi’s explanation
of the Partition has little to do with one of the most catastrophic divisions of territory and people in
the subcontinent. It has more to do with a personal obsession.

The claim that if Sardar Patel had been the head of the government, Kashmir would have
remained united belongs to what is called counterfactual history. In a somewhat random comment,
the famous French mathematician Blaise Pascal (1623-1662) wondered whether the history of the
world would have been different if Cleopatra’s nose had been shorter. Interestingly, the
observation inspired René Goscinny and Albert Uderzo, authors of the delightful comic book
series Astérix. Throughout the story of a group of gutsy Gauls fighting the Romans, Getafix the
venerable druid, extols Cleopatra and her perfect nose and yearns to rub noses with her. We envy
Cleopatra her nose, but we simply do not know whether a shorter version would have given us a
different history. We can only speculate. But speculation is hardly history, an endeavour that is
deeply contested.

The Partition, which led to one of the biggest mass migrations in world history, and to the death of
an estimated one million people or more on both sides of the border, is one of the most debated
issues among historians. The puzzle can hardly be under-estimated. Till the middle of the 1940s,
Partition was just one of the political alternatives before the country. Historians tell us that Jinnah
preferred a federation because the Muslim population was spread across India, and Nehru wanted
a centralised and unified state. How did these differences spill over into the calamity of the Great
Partition? The complex answers historians give to the question, ‘why Partition’, are based on
meticulous research of documentary, literary and biographical sources.

Most scholars agree that the causes can be traced to the turn of the 19th century. The colonial
project, intent on intellectually colonising Indians, proceeded to shape a loose, plural and de-
centred tradition known as Hinduism, cast it in the mould of Semitic religions, and create a ‘unified’
faith. A homogeneous version of Hinduism, and later Islam, politicised religious identities and
harnessed them to competitive nation-making projects. Colonial policies gave an added fillip to this
politicisation through group representation. By the early 20th century, the politicisation of religious
identities led to communal violence.

Another group of historians focusses on the role of elites in the making of independent nation
states. Elites proceeded to tap religious identities, forge a constituency, and mobilise struggles for
independence and for a separate state. In recent times, attention has shifted from the causes of
the Partition to its consequences: murder, rapes, mutilation, displacement, and generalised
suffering. People were mercilessly removed from their homes and hearths in a land that had
suddenly become another country. And yet another strain of writing on Partition focalises the
making of new nation states through the creation of boundaries, passports, recovery of abducted
women, and consolidation of territory.
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We can hardly discern one reason for the Partition. To ascribe the tragic event to the machinations
of the Congress party distorts the multiple, complex and often contradictory developments that led
to the separation of Pakistan from India. More significantly, the Prime Minister ignores the role of
his own constitutive community, and its ideology of Hindutva, in the making of the Partition.

History has taught us a bitter lesson. If a political movement is successful in tapping deep
structures of sentiment in a society, these sentiments must already be there, lurking under the skin
of a shallow modernity expected to usher in a secular age. After all, religion cannot be harnessed
to the cause of communal mobilisation until it has some grip on people’s minds and psyches. Yet,
this neat formulation — customised prejudice translates into murderous assaults on the ‘other’
community — gives us cause for unease. People may or may not be inclined towards religiosity,
and yet might hesitate to dine or socialise with members of another community. But this does not
mean that they ritually inflict harm on the bodies of other people. We can believe that others have
their own reasons for thinking and doing what they think and do, and we have different reasons for
thinking and doing what we wish to do. For many reasons, people construct symbolic and spatial
barriers between themselves and others.

Note, however, that the bracketing-off of identities is a social phenomenon. Despite these social
barriers, forms of cooperation can and do arise in the workplace, in social and political
organisations, in and through movements, and through associational life. When these identities
are transformed into political weapons in pursuit of symbolic or material gains, a sociological
phenomenon translates into a political movement that lays exclusive claims upon the body politic.
The politicisation of identities leads to open and ruthless competition for all sorts of power,
invariably at the cost of human lives.

What is important is that the transition from, often, hidden animosities to violence involves a
trigger. The trigger is provided by organisations that belong to the religious right and/or
entrepreneurs and merchants of hate who excel in excavating unarticulated sentiments of
resentment against other communities, and in playing up incidents that otherwise can be easily
passed off as minor. The trigger stokes and evokes hellfires of hatred, devastating violence, and
eternal damnation. When politicised religious identities compete for the same spatial and material
resources, communities are motivated to inscribe in-erasable injuries on others, and on the polity.

The Partition teaches us that the eruption of insane political violence under the banner of ‘this’ or
‘that’ religion, the suspension of civil ties between erstwhile neighbours, and the merciless brutality
inflicted upon the bodies of children, men and women leaves ineradicable scars on collective
memories, and destroys civilisations. We should have learnt that religious identities, once evoked,
cannot be controlled. The history of religious strife in the subcontinent establishes that the
trajectories of identity politics are unexpected, and that they take unforeseen and shocking routes.
These routes inevitably lead to devastation. “Each new morn,” says Macduff of war in
Shakespeare’s Macbeth, “New widows howl, new orphans cry, new sorrows Strike heaven in the
face, that it resounds.” Yet, till today, communal organisations continue to trigger the brutalisation
of social and political identities, creation of divides, exacerbation of hitherto muted schisms, and
the creation of new ones. We have, it appears, not paid heed to these warnings. If we had, India
would not re-enact the horrors of the Partition.

Neera Chandhoke is a former Professor of Political Science at Delhi University
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Suppressing history: On Poland’s ‘Holocaust’ law

A new law in Poland that makes it a crime to blame the country for Nazi atrocities has reopened
the Holocaust denial issue. Expressions such as Polish death camps to describe concentration
camps including Auschwitz have touched a raw nerve over the years. Now the ruling ultra-
nationalist Law and Justice party (PiS) appears intent on drawing political mileage from this dark
chapter in Polish and European history. The government of Prime Minister Mateusz Morawiecki
has enacted legislation to impose a fine and three-year imprisonment for all references that imply
the complicity of the Polish nation and the state in Nazi war crimes. Its contention that artists and
scholars would be exempt from the restrictions has not assuaged critics, who are challenging
assaults on freedom of expression. Clearly, responsibility for the atrocities perpetrated against
Jews during the Holocaust rests with the occupying Nazis, and not the people of Poland. Yet, to
discount or deny the complicity of some Polish officials who may have acted in collusion with the
Nazis would be tantamount to falsifying history. Any refusal to recognise the heroism of Poles who
rescued and rehabilitated Jews would also be liable to over-simplification of that larger narrative.
The motive behind the latest law is to suppress evidence that has emerged of some of those
uncomfortable truths. But then, rewriting Poland’s recent history has been a persistent
preoccupation with the current dispensation since its 2015 election.

Predictably, the ‘Holocaust’ law has stoked a major controversy with international reverberations.
In an equally selective reading to counter the Polish move, some Israeli lawmakers are for
expanding the definition of Holocaust denial to include a refusal to admit the role of those who
collaborated with the Nazis. The U.S. State Department has cautioned Warsaw about the
implications of the law for its strategic relationship with Washington. Warsaw has already come
under sharp scrutiny from the European Union for attempting to undermine the independence of
the judiciary. A formal sanction by Brussels for the breach of the rule of law and deviation from
European values would be an unprecedented step. Moreover, the resulting loss of Poland’s voting
rights in the bloc would be most ironic for a government that has staked its position on the
assertion of national sovereignty on the EU stage. Polish President Andrzej Duda seems more
alive to the ire the Holocaust legislation has invited internationally. He gave his assent to the bill,
but sought a review from the constitutional court, a body already rendered toothless by parliament.
Moderates within PiS should exert greater influence to roll back the extreme steps taken by the
government, such as the ‘Holocaust’ legislation, or Poles risk denial of the fruits of their 2004 EU
membership.
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Speaking in my own tongue

Nineteen years ago, in November 1999, the General Conference of the Unesco proclaimed
February 21 as the International Mother Language Day to coincide with the Language Day
Movement in Bangladesh. The genesis of this commemoration lies in widespread protests by the
Bengali-speaking majority in the region, then known as East Pakistan, against the Government of
Pakistan’s language policy. Urdu was the sole national language of Pakistan under this policy.
These protests reached a crescendo on February 21, 1952, when students of the University of
Dhaka and other political activists defied the law. Many protestors were killed. The unrest
continued till February 29, 1956, when Bengali was recognised as the second official language of
Pakistan. February 21 is observed every year in Bangladesh as the Language Movement Day or
“Shohid Dibosh” (Martyrs’ Day).

In her message on the 19th International Mother Language day, Unesco’s director general
reminds us that, “A language is far more than a means of communication; it is the very condition of
our humanity. Our values, our beliefs and our identity are embedded within it”. Language is clearly
an emotive issue because it is embedded in our social life. It enables us to communicate our
emotions and ideas. It fosters group identity and fraternity. Usually, we express our thoughts much
better in our mother language. It has been found that children learn better, especially at the
primary stage, if they are taught in their mother tongue.

Language is intertwined with identity and is, therefore, a contested issue. Preservation of
languages has inevitably been linked to the preservation of a culture as well as artistic and
intellectual heritage. Many language groups felt vulnerable during the colonial times and many
continue to do so in the globalised era. Noting that every two weeks, one of the world’s languages
disappears, the United Nations General Assembly’s resolution of May 16, 2007 called upon all
countries “to promote the preservation and protection of all languages used by peoples of the
world”. The same resolution proclaimed 2008 as the International Year of Languages to promote
unity in diversity and international understanding, through multilingualism and multiculturalism.

We need to preserve the multicultural nature of our world and the best way to do that is to
preserve all its languages and also enrich them. Let me recall Gandhiji’s words: “I do not want my
house to be walled in on all sides and my windows to be stuffed. I want the cultures of all lands to
be blown about my house as freely as possible. But I refuse to be blown off my feet by any.”

India has always believed in diversity and plurality. It has respected all languages. However, since
language and culture are intertwined, there is an absolute need to strengthen the indigenous
languages, including those spoken by the many tribal groups in our country.

As the UN has noted, “Language is fundamental to communication of all kinds, and it is
communication that makes change and development possible in human society. Using — or not
using — certain languages today can open a door, or close it, for large segments of society in
many parts of the world.” Language is the lifeline of a culture and, in a way, defines the larger
social milieu. It plays an important role not only in communication but also in forging bonds among
people who speak the same tongue. It provides a collective identity to people and forms an
essential component of their cultural values.

Aphorisms in a language, that pass from generation to generation, reveal the customs, practices
and values of its speakers. While this year’s theme is “Linguistic diversity and multilingualism
count for sustainable development”, the issue that is close to my heart — one I have been
advocating for quite some time — was the theme of the International Mother Language Day in
2012: “Mother tongue instruction and inclusive education”.
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India is a mosaic of diverse languages and cultures. While a majority of Indians speak Hindi, which
can be described as the country’s lingua franca, Telugu and Bengali are the other widely spoken
languages in India. Tamil, perhaps, is one of the oldest languages in the world. Several other
languages are spoken across the country. Each of them has a rich linguistic tradition and
represents the richness of the dialect of the region in which it is spoken.

However, what is most important is to promote the use of the mother tongue. A child can grasp
knowledge better in his or her mother tongue compared to any other language. A child will also be
able to communicate and articulate her thoughts effectively in her native language. I have been
emphasising the need for all state governments to make mother tongue a compulsory subject in
schools. I am glad that Andhra Pradesh and Telangana have decided to make Telugu a
compulsory subject till intermediate from the coming academic year. Some other states have also
made mother tongue a compulsory subject in schools and I hope the rest will follow suit soon.
Other languages can also be taught in order to promote diversity, multilingualism and
inclusiveness.

Large-scale promotion of mother tongue is the best way to increase literacy in India beyond the
current level of 74 per cent. With strong language competency in the mother tongue, a student will
be able to learn other languages faster and can become a true polyglot in a multicultural,
globalised world.

Following British rule, English became a highly popular medium of instruction in the country’s
educational institutions. It became the link language in the country and is used in government
offices and elsewhere. Unfortunately, many people, especially the urban-educated and those who
have received education in elite institutions, feel it infra dig to speak or read and write in their
mother tongues. This undesirable trend has to be reversed.

World over, people not only take pride in speaking in their mother tongues, but also try to
propagate them. I regularly interact with foreign dignitaries who prefer to speak in their mother
tongues even though they are fluent in English. Various heads of state, for example, from Russia,
France, Switzerland, China, Germany and Iran, use their national languages. This is simply
because they take pride in their languages. They use language to assert their national identity.

Let me greet you on the occasion of International Mother Language Day and urge all citizens of
our country to learn their mother language well and also become fluent in as many languages of
the world as they can. Let us strengthen our linguistic and cultural roots by making our children
learn the mother language first and gradually introduce them to other languages. A multilingual
and multicultural world will be possible only by strengthening individual mother languages.

Each tree in this huge orchard of world languages must have strong roots, beautiful flowers and
fruits. We need to have an educational system that incorporates mother languages, a publishing
industry that encourages Indian language publication, and an internet regime that allows
communication and transmission of knowledge in different Indian languages. Individuality and
plurality can and must go hand in hand. That has been the essential Indian vision. It is the same
vision that can enable us to be true Indians as well as global citizens at the same time.
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Remembering an act of insurrection

For many years the Royal Indian Navy (RIN) Mutiny, which broke out in full swing on February 18,
1946, and lasted a mere five days before the leaders who acted on behalf of the disaffected
soldiers surrendered, remained largely marginal in the narratives of modern Indian history. The
temper of the times — shortly after the end of the war, and on the cusp of Independence —
seemed, both in popular memory and in Indian historiography, to be better represented by the INA
trial that was launched in November 1945 when the British charged three men from the renegade
Indian National Army with murder and “waging war against the King-Emperor”.

The site of that trial was the Red Fort, converted into a courtroom: It is here that Bahadur Shah
Zafar, the last Mughal emperor, was adjudged guilty of treason and banished into exile. If the 1858
trial brought India into the orbit of the British empire as a Crown colony, the INA trial became,
oddly enough, the swansong of the Raj. Indian nationalists had, over the years, mastered the
oracular and spectacular space of the courtroom. For the occasion of the trial, Jawharlal Nehru
donned his lawyer’s garb and helped to furnish the drama which catapults an event into history. To
cap it all, everyone understood that the INA trial was a verdict on the absent Subhas Bose, by now
elevated into the pantheon of Indian deities — in a manner of speaking, he even presided over it.

The war years, in the nationalist imagination, are associated with “Quit India”. But the war had
precipitated other kinds of unrest, creating shortages of food and other essential items. The Royal
Indian Navy (RIN) and Royal Indian Air Force were raised from a state of infancy to some
prominence, and in all three services of the armed forces, the end of the war brought to the fore
the question of demobilisation and gainful employment for men released into civilian life. There
was resentment at the use of Indian troops to put down revolutionary dissent in Indonesia, and
Indian servicemen chafed at the huge gap between themselves and British soldiers, as evidenced
by large disparities in salaries, the quality of canteen food, and working conditions.

At the HMIS Talwar, Balai Chand Dutt, who had served in the RIN for five years, found kindred
spirits who resented the discrimination and racism they continued to encounter as soldiers of the
empire. On December 1, 1945, British officers found the parade ground, where the HMIS Talwar
was shortly to be displayed to the public, sprayed with signs, “Kill the British”, “Revolt Now”, “Down
with the Imperialists”. Airmen at the Royal Indian Air Force station in Karachi struck a few weeks
later: That show of dissent, which would spread to over 50 stations in South Asia, was dealt with
gingerly by the British.

Meanwhile, at the HMIS Talwar, little acts of insurrection continued, and Dutt was apprehended for
vandalism on February 2, 1946. Arthur King, commanding officer of the ship, abused the sailors
with such epithets as, “sons of coolies” and “sons of bloody junglees”. Dutt and his fellow rebels
persuaded the ratings to join the revolt on February 18, commencing with a hunger strike. In less
than three days, the revolt had spread to nearly 75 others ships and nearly 20,000 sailors, all
under the age of 26, had thrown the gauntlet. The Naval Central Strike Committee was formed
and issued a series of well-thought out demands. And, yet, on February 23, the Committee
capitulated; the organised strike was over.

Historians are generally in agreement that the mutineers floundered since the leadership of neither
the Congress nor the Muslim League supported the strike. The Strike Committee called for a city-
wide hartal in Bombay — not without some success. By February 22, a good portion of the city
had been shut down but violence had also flared up at various places. By the end of the day, 63
people had been killed, mainly in police firings. Sardar Patel had been despatched by the
Congress to converse with the strike’s leaders. On his assurances that the rebels would be treated
fairly, the Strike Committee caved in.
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In the received left narrative, the Congress was always a bourgeois organisation, beholden to
Indian capital and, especially at this juncture, mindful of the fact that, in independent India, the
support of Indian business and industry leaders would be needed to build the nation. Nor would
the elites let the thunder be stolen from them. There was perhaps little sympathy among Congress
leaders, who had spent the better part of the war years in jail, for sailors whose patriotism had
arrived rather late in the day. Communist support for the mutiny, and the Strike Committee’s call
for a hartal, had given the communists an opening that Patel was determined to throttle.
Negotiations for India’s political future had commenced and were still inconclusive, but the way
forward seemed unquestionably to be within some constitutional framework.

Some recent assessments of the RIN mutiny as a momentous event and as having hastened the
end of British rule in India seem overblown. In India, unlike in most other countries that went
through decolonisation, civilian control over the military has remained the one inviolable principle
of the Republic. Patel defended himself with the observation that “discipline in the Army cannot be
tampered with . . . We will want the Army even in free India”. He understood better than most the
unrelenting and unforgiving logic of the democratic nation-state. At the same time, in the
suppression of the RIN mutiny lie the seeds of the continuing inability of the nation-state to
harness the power of the working class and to address it as the motive force in history. The RIN
mutiny did not fit into any blueprint for the future; the pity of it is that the blueprint has even less
space for such acts of insurrection now.
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The ‘conservation vs people’ approach to protecting wildlife has hit tribals hard

In a tit-for-tat response to the National Tiger Conservation Authority (NTCA)’s March 2017 circular,
which asks states not to confer forest rights to any tribal or forest dwelling communities in tiger
habitats, the National Commission for Scheduled Tribes (NCST) has temporarily banned
displacement of tribals from forest areas and critical tiger reserves. It has also asked the Union
environment ministry to revisit the rehabilitation policy to ensure tiger conservation does not
infringe on tribal rights. In a letter to secretary (environment), CK Mishra, NCST secretary, Raghav
Chandra, said the NTCA circular cannot override the Forest Rights Act of 2006, which safeguards
the rights of forest-dwelling tribals. “It has also demanded that all displacement be kept in
abeyance and the rehabilitation policy be revisited before any more displacement,” a national
newspaper reported last week.

This face-off is not new. Its genesis is as old as India’s Wildlife Protection Act of 1972 and the
launch of the Project Tiger in 1973. The project was started to revive the tiger population, which
had dwindled because of hunting and habitat destruction. Over the next decades, the country’s
wildlife sanctuary system expanded from 10 national parks to more than 100; there are now over
600 protected areas in the country, including 50 tiger reserves. To reach the goal, these reserves
had to be cleared of traditional dwellers, who many conservationists wrongly thought would be an
impediment in this plan.

This ‘conservation vs people’ approach to protecting wildlife only worsened the lives of thousands
of the forest-dependent tribal communities in India. On paper, however, the State acknowledges
that “although there is a need to keep forest reserves as inviolate for the purposes of tiger
conservation, this ought to be done without affecting the rights of traditional forest dwellers”.

The NTCA also has the mandate to ensure conservation along with human coexistence. But on
the ground, this is not the case: there is a clear demarcation of priorities of both sides. This is not
just an India-specific problem: in order to make room for wildlife, tourism and industry,
governments all over the world are using conservation as a pretext to drive the world’s most
endangered peoples away from the lands and animals they have lived with for generations, say
activists.

One of the main reasons why finding a common ground on this issue is difficult is this: India’s
rehabilitation record of tribals has been abysmal. The challenge is also far greater because not
just are the jungles integral to the social and cultural lives of tribals, but also they are not equipped
with the necessary tools — education and skills — to thrive in a modern world. And it is here the
failure of the Indian State to provide even basic facilities to the poorest of the poor lies exposed.
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Had Subhas Chandra Bose lived

Now that the controversy over Subhas Chandra Bose’s death has finally been laid to rest, after his
daughter Anita Bose Pfaff, in her foreword to Ashis Ray’s recent book on the subject, stated that
there is no doubt that he was killed in a plane crash in 1945, it is worth asking what might have
happened in politics had he survived.

Over time the rift between Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru and Bose would have certainly led to a
split in the Congress. The old guard, including economic rightists and concealed Hindu
nationalists, may have aligned with Mahatma Gandhi and Nehru as they did in 1939. The younger
and more radical elements and most the ordinary members would have most probably supported
Bose. Had this split occurred not in 1969 but two decades prior, it is more than likely that Partition
could have been avoided. The main reason is that Bose’s popularity among the Muslim elites
surpassed that of Gandhi and Nehru.

Gandhi’s Hindu attire and vocabulary had turned off most of the Muslim elite as had Nehru’s
attitude towards them, demonstrated above all by his refusal to accommodate the Muslim League
in the Uttar Pradesh government in 1937. Contrarily, Bose could have competed with Muhammad
Ali Jinnah for the loyalty of the Muslim elite, thus making a fundamental difference to the outcome
of the 1946 provincial elections in which the League bagged most of the Muslim seats. By 1937,
the Congress membership was 97% Hindu. By contrast, the Indian National Army (INA), led by
Bose, was composed of officers and men of the British Indian Army, which was 35-40% Muslim.
One can, therefore, assume that at least one-third of the INA was composed of Indian Muslims
loyal to Bose.

Bose’s sensitivity to Muslim concerns came from his birth and childhood in a predominantly
Muslim locality in Cuttack, Odisha, and his later move to Bengal where more than half the
population was Muslim. His elder brother Sarat Chandra Bose had worked closely with the Muslim
leaders of Bengal and was trusted by them. Congress under Bose would have been able to steal
much of Jinnah’s thunder and made compromises, for example based on the Cabinet Mission
Plan, which could have kept India united.

Even assuming India was divided, Bose as the nationalist par excellence but secular to the core
would have been able to outflank Hindu nationalists, including fellow Bengali Syama Prasad
Mukherjee, the founder of the Jan Sangh. Nehru’s commitment to a secular India was second to
none but his secularism was both liberal and effete. Bose’s secularism tinged with
hypernationalism based on the INA’s motto Ittehad, Itemad, Qurbani (Unity, Confidence, and
Sacrifice) would have been far more muscular and could have prevented Hindu chauvinism from
gaining traction. Today’s India may have looked very different in that case.

Mohammed Ayoob is University Distinguished Professor Emeritus of International Relations,
Michigan State University, and Senior Fellow, Center for Global Policy, Washington, DC
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Gandhiji's thoughts and actions are relevant even today: Vice President
Vice President's Secretariat

Gandhiji's thoughts and actions are relevant even today:
Vice President

Felt reinforced about Gandhiji's philosophy;

Khadi needs to be encouraged;

Presents International Gandhi Awards 2017

Posted On: 25 FEB 2018 5:54PM by PIB Delhi

The Vice President of India, Shri M. Venkaiah Naidu has said that Gandhiji's thoughts and actions
are relevant even today. He was addressing the gathering after giving away the International
Gandhi Award 2017 to Dr. M.D. Gupte for his outstanding contribution to the global programme of
elimination of leprosy and Dr. Atul Shah for humanitarian services to alleviate the suffering of
leprosy - affected persons, organized by the Gandhi Memorial Leprosy Foundation, in Sewagram,
Wardha, Maharashtra today. The Minister for Energy and State Excise, Maharashtra, Shri
Chandrashekar Bawankule and other dignitaries were present on the occasion.

The Vice President said that leprosy is a disease that has been prevalent in our country since a
very long time. He further said that lack of knowledge and treatment together with the visible
deformities which leprosy caused has made this a dreaded disease. There is a lot of fear,
superstition and stigma attached to leprosy, he added.

The Vice President said that Gandhiji took keen interest in leprosy patients and leprosy work even
in those days when there was no specific cure for leprosy. He further said that the need of the
hour is to intensify our efforts towards early detection of leprosy cases, provide equitable access to
appropriate treatment and provide integrated leprosy services. There is need to empower those
who have been socially discriminated through advocacy and information dissemination, he added.

The Vice President quoted Gandhiji as saying – “We need to preserve the multi cultural nature of
our country and the world. I do not want my house to be walled in on all sides and my windows to
be stuffed. I want the cultures of all lands to be blown about my house as friendly as possible. But
I refuse to be blown off my feet.”

The Vice President said that over the years, the scourge of leprosy has remained a blot on
humanity. He further said that more than the medical condition, the social stigma attached to the
disease is a cause for concern. Ignorance about the treatability of the disease coupled with
perpetuation of myths often leads to ostracism of persons afflicted with leprosy, which causes
considerable distress in persons suffering from the disease, he added.

The Vice President said that health care workers need to remain aware of the possible diagnosis
of leprosy in patients presenting with skin lesions or sensory change. He further said that those in
primary health care, as well as specialist services need to be aware and trained in the diagnosis
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and management of leprosy. There is also a need to conduct research on the development of
diagnostic tests and new vaccines, he added.

The Vice President said that awareness in the community in general is also essential to promote
early case detection. He further said that approaches to reducing stigma are important to prevent
patients from hiding the diagnosis. Prevention of disability in those with nerve function impairment
and rehabilitation within the community are important challenges, he added.

Following is the text of Vice President’s address:

“I am pleased that the International Gandhi Award 2017 is conferred on Dr. M.D. Gupte for his
outstanding contribution to the global programme of elimination of leprosy and Dr. Atul Shah for
humanitarian services to alleviate the suffering of leprosy - affected persons.  May I say, on behalf
of the International Gandhi Award Committee, that it was our pleasure to unanimously decide their
names for this prestigious award.

Felt reinforced about Gandhiji's philosophy. Gandhiji's thoughts and actions are relevant even
today. Khadi needs to be encouraged. Felt highly motivated.

Gandhiji said – “We need to preserve the multi cultural nature of our country and world. I do not
want my house to be walled in on all sides and my windows to be stuffed. I want the cultures of all
lands to be blown about my house as friendly as possible. But I refuse to be blown off my feet.”

Leprosy is a disease that has been prevalent in our country since a very long time.  References to
this disease date back to our ancient medical literature of Sushruta, Charaka and Vagabhatta
around 500 B.C. But very little was known about it as a disease and there was no treatment for it
till the 1950's. This lack of knowledge and treatment together with the visible deformities which
leprosy caused has made this a dreaded disease. There is a lot of fear, superstition and stigma
attached to leprosy. This fear and social stigma resulted in social discrimination, deprivation of a
place in the society and social boycott of persons affected by leprosy.

The mythological and historical evidence tells us that there was social acceptance of leprosy
patients in the societal stream. Samrat Ashok and Bouddha King Upatis constructed
“Arogyashalas” and “Punyashalas” for them.  This practice was not followed by other rulers and
the patients started creating self settled colonies of their own. However, this did not last because
of misconceptions about the disease. Patients suffered from social ostracism and became
outcastes. They were isolated from the society at large and became destitutes.

Even at such times which leprosy was looked down upon by the society and leprosy affected were
victimized, Gandhiji had a special concern for leprosy. In South Africa as well as in India, Gandhiji
provided care and support to leprosy affected persons. Parchure Shastri, the great Sanskrit
scholar who was afflicted by leprosy, was provided shelter and nursing care in Sewagram Ashram
by Gandhiji, demonstrating that the fears about leprosy were unfounded and that there was a
greater need to care for the leprosy affected persons.

Writing in 'Harijan' in November 1947, Gandhiji said "Leprosy work is not merely medical relief; it is
transforming the frustration in life into the joy of dedication, personal ambition into selfless service.
If you can change the life of a patient or change his values of life, you can change village and the
country".

Gandhiji took keen interest in leprosy patients and leprosy work even in those days when there
was no specific cure for leprosy. Gandhiji was also aware that isolation of leprosy affected persons
in separate colonies was no solution to the problem. When Prof. Jagadisan requested him in 1945
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to inaugurate the building of the Kasturba Kustha Nilayam, Gandhiji replied "Get someone to open
it but I shall come to close it", thus suggesting that separate leprosy colonies were not a solution to
the problem. In his view, the leprosy affected patients should be integrated with rather than be
isolated from society.

In most endemic countries leprosy control has improved significantly due to national and sub-
national campaigns and due to focused strategies to treat it as a public health problem. This has
been possible due to the availability of effective multiple drug treatment to cure the disease,
access to technology for early diagnosis, prevention and repair of deformities, as well as increased
awareness in society about leprosy.

I am glad that the Gandhi Memorial Leprosy Foundation which was established in the 1950s has
done pioneering work to eradicate the disease and to erase the stigma associated with leprosy. At
a time when patients of leprosy were abhorred and socially isolated, the Foundation worked to
provide succour, treatment, rehabilitation and ensure integration of leprosy patients into the social
mainstream.

In 2012-13, India recorded 83,000 leprosy cases with a prevalence of 0.68 per 10,000 population.

I am happy to note that until 1st April 2012, 33 States and Union Territories had attained the levels
of leprosy elimination of less than 1 case per 10,000 population. 542 districts out of 640 had also
achieved elimination by March 2012.

Nevertheless, it is a cause of concern that new cases continue to occur and high-burden pockets
of the disease do exist.

The State of Chhattisgarh and the Union Territory of Dadra and Nagar Haveli still have a
prevalence rate between 2 and 4 per 10000 population. Bihar, Maharashtra and West Bengal,
which had achieved elimination earlier, have now shown slight increases in prevalence of leprosy
in the current year. I understand that 209 high endemic districts have been identified in 2012-13
which need our concerted efforts.

The need of the hour is to intensify our efforts towards early detection of leprosy cases, provide
equitable access to appropriate treatment and provide integrated leprosy services.

There is need to empower those who have been socially discriminated through advocacy and
information dissemination.

Over the years, the scourge of leprosy has remained a blot on humanity.

More than the medical condition, the social stigma attached to the disease is a cause for concern.
Ignorance about the treatability of the disease coupled with perpetuation of myths often leads to
ostracism of persons afflicted with leprosy, which causes considerable distress in persons
suffering from the disease.

Social challenges remain for leprosy but the United Nations has now passed a resolution on
discrimination against people affected by leprosy and efforts are being made to repeal laws that
prevent people affected by leprosy, a curable disease, from participating in society.

The major challenge lies in sustaining leprosy control activities after achieving the year 2000 target
of reduced registered prevalence of leprosy. Each year around 250,000 new cases are detected,
almost 60 per cent of which are in India.
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Health care workers therefore need to remain aware of the possible diagnosis of leprosy in
patients presenting with skin lesions or sensory change.

Those in primary health care, as well as specialist services need to be aware and trained in the
diagnosis and management of leprosy.

Awareness in the community in general is also essential to promote early case detection.
Approaches to reducing stigma are important to prevent patients from hiding the diagnosis.

Prevention of disability in those with nerve function impairment and rehabilitation within the
community are important challenges.

There is also a need to conduct research on the development of diagnostic tests and new
vaccines.

The latest WHO Expert Committee has set the challenge to reduce the rate of new patients with
disability due to leprosy to 1 in a million by 2020 -a challenge that needs sustained early case
detection and prevention of disability. Elimination requires a multi – dimensional and integrated
approach.

On this occasion, I urge all stakeholders to come together and make concerted efforts for the total
eradication of leprosy. I also wish the Gandhi Memorial Leprosy Foundation and all those involved
in this mission all success in their endeavors.

Today, we recognized the dedicated work of an exceptional individual who made a great
contribution for global elimination of leprosy and a leprosy institution which provided rehabilitation
services of highest quality to leprosy-affected persons. We have honoured them with International
Gandhi Award 2017. 

The Rajya Sabha’s Committee on Petitions, headed then by me as chairman, presented to the
House on 24th October, 2018, the 131st Report on a Petition filed by Shri Ram Naik and others
praying for integration and empowerment of Leprosy affected persons.

From May 2008 to October 2008 Undertook study visits to  Visited and interacted with inmates of a
few self-settled LAP colonies, Rehabilitation Homes, NGOs etc in the cities of Mumbai Hyderabad,
Tirupathi, Nellore, Chengalpattu and Chennai.

Recommendations of the Committee:

Recommend that the final survey, involving Panchayati Raj Institutions may be undertaken so
that the Government can have realistic figures to devise a National Leprosy Policy.

●

Amendment to all Acts which harm the interests of LAP, concerned Ministries and State
Governments to amend to such anachronistic and discriminatory provisions in the concerned 
legislations.

●

Ministry of Health and Family Welfare in coordination with Ministry of Information and
Broadcasting and Publicity Departments of the State Governments, should launch a nation
wide campaign advocating the curability of leprosy and the humanitarian aspect of leprosy
affected persons.

●

LAPs who are not able to earn their livelihood, should be given allowance @Rs. 2000/- per
month, uniformly in all States for maintenance.

●
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Primary health centres be designated as nodal agencies to take care of the medical needs of
LAPs.

●

Central Government to advise State Governments and local authorities to provide civic
amenities in all self-settled colonies free of charge. Where no colonies have been identified,
the LAPs should be given housing sites under government schemes

●

Government should ensure education upto higher secondary level, free of charge, for the
dependent children of LAPs also to arrange vocational and degree courses to the dependent
children of LAPs for their self-sustenance in future.

●

LAPs who are eligible for driving license, should be provided liberal loans through banks on a
reasonable and affordable rate of interest under DRI Scheme for purchasing auto rickshaws.

●

Ministry of Finance to advise banks for granting loans under affordable rate of interest to LAPs
engaged in employment generation programmes such as dairying, poultry, sheep-goat
breeding, weaving, etc.

●

Disability of LAPs should be treated on a separate footing and they should be given disability
certificate irrespective of the degree of disability.

●

Enhancing the budget so that LAPs can have for two pairs of MCR chappal could be met.●

Recommends that the products being directly produced by LAPs, be exempted from levy of
VAT which would greatly help them to earn livelihood and ensure their economic
empowerment.

●

Free railway passes to LPAs   Ministry of Health and Family Welfare had taken up the matter
with the Ministry of Railways.

●

I wish that the dedicated efforts of these and other eminent persons and institutions will continue
so that the needs of leprosy-cured persons are properly and adequately addressed in the post-
leprosy elimination period and the goal of leprosy eradication is achieved soon.

 

Jai Hind!”

***

AKT/BK/RK
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